The coalescence and rising behavior of co-axial and lateral bubbles in viscous fluid is reported for nonambient conditions in line with actual operating conditions of industrial bubble column. The volume of fluid with the continuum surface force (VOF-CSF) model embedded in FLUENT CFD package is used. Three main case studies, namely under ambient and aqueous condition (μ* = σ* = 1), under reduced viscosity (μ* = 0.1) and surface tension (σ* = 0.1) are investigated and compared using two co-axial bubble and three lateral bubble rise configuration models. The latter two cases represent operating conditions at high temperature or pressure. Details of co-axial bubble (or a pair of bubbles rising in a vertical line) and three lateral bubble rise and coalescence characteristics are presented.
Introduction
Gas-liquid bubble columns are commonly used as multiphase reactors in chemical, petrochemical and pharmaceutical industries, etc., for its advantages such as a high mass and heat transfer and an effective inter-phase contact.
1-3 The heat and mass transfer as well as performance of a bubble column depends strongly on the bubble flow dynamics, bubble coalescence and bubble break up phenomenon. [4] [5] [6] The details of bubble rise dynamics and coalescence of co-axial and lateral arrangements of individual bubbles is * Corresponding author: Email: poo_ganesan@um.edu.my important for better understanding of the bubbly flow in bubble columns. Thus, the present study utilizes computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a means to investigate details of bubble coalescence mechanism and rising behaviors of two co-axial bubbles (or vertical set-up) and three bubbles lateral arrangements.
A number of experimental studies have been reported on co-axial bubbles (or a pair of bubbles rising in a vertical line) and their coalescence. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] For example, Katz and Meneveau 7 experimentally investigated the rising motion of air bubbles in stagnant water at Reynolds number, Re = (Uρldo)/μl ranging from 0.2 to 35
and found that the collision between bubbles resulted mainly from wake-induced relative motion. Watanbe and Sanada 9 studied the motion of co-axial bubbles rising in stagnant fluid both experimentally and numerically. They found that the bubbles collided at a low Reynolds number but not at an intermediate
Reynolds number which had an equilibrium distance between the bubbles. Lin et al. 10 investigated co-axial bubble coalescence mechanism in a non-Newtonian fluid experimentally and found that shear-thinning effect and viscoelastic effect play key role in the course of bubble coalescence.
A few experimental studies have been carried out to investigate the interactions and coalescence between bubbles in lateral arrangement. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] For example, Sanada et al. 15 investigated the motion and coalescence of two lateral bubbles rising in stagnant water and silicone oil using high speed camera. They found that the coalescence or bounce of the lateral bubbles strongly depended on the critical Reynolds number and Weber number, We = (ρlU 2 do)/σ and the velocity of bubbles decreases after coalescence. The effects of impurities and liquid viscosity on lateral bubbles dynamics have been examined by Figueroaand Zenit 18 and Sanada et al. 19 . Kee and Chhabra 20 reported the coalescence process of two and three lateral bubbles rising in polyacrylamide and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) non-Newtonian fluids, respectively.
Liu et al. 21 studied the coalescence and interaction of three lateral bubbles at equal distances rising in CMC non-Newtonian fluids using VOF method. It has been found that the three lateral bubbles coalesce when the horizontal distance between the bubbles was less than one millimeter, otherwise the bubbles repulse each other.
Numerical methods such as Volume of Fluid (VOF) [4] [5] [6] , Lattice Boltzmann (LB) [22] [23] [24] , and Front Tracking (FT) 25 are quite popular at present for investigating bubble formation and coalescence characteristics as they have the advantage of revealing many fundamental details that cannot be measured.
Computational studies are found to provide very reasonable results in comparison with experimental data.
For example, Liu et al. 21 found around 7% relative error in comparing between the computational and the experimental data for the bubble rise velocity and the bubble aspect ratio. Gupta and Kumar 23 also used LB method to investigate the effect of vorticity on the oscillating movement and consequent coalescence of multiple bubbles. The authors found that the dynamics of multiple bubbles depends on the leading bubble's vortex structure. Cheng et al. 22 investigated the effect of the density ratio and the initial bubble configuration on the flow field as well as the evolution of bubble shape during coalescence using LB method. They found that the trailing bubble experienced an obvious deformation when it enters the wake region of the leading bubble. Furthermore, for two rising bubbles with different sizes, the larger bubble has strong effect on the smaller bubble for any initial configuration. Hasan et al. 6 used VOF method to investigate a coalescence mechanism of a pair bubble of 0.56 mm size in a viscous fluid and found that the bubble coalescence is enhanced at a higher bubble Bond number, Bo = (gρldo 2 )/σ.
Most previous studies in a similar context have been carried out for ambient conditions and aqueous systems despite the fact that industrial bubble columns often operate at high temperature and pressure.
Moreover, bubble motions and sizes have been found to be significantly affected by pressure and temperature. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] For example, Schafer et al. 30 investigated bubbly flow in a column at pressures up to 50 bars and temperatures up to 175 o C under varied superficial gas velocities and using different N2/liquid mixtures as sparged gas. They found that the gas density, surface tension, liquid viscosity is influenced by the temperature and the pressure. An increase in temperature and pressure reduces the liquid viscosity and the surface tension significantly while the influence on gas property is less prominent. Lastly, they concluded that the effects of both temperature and pressure reduce stable bubble sizes, which supports the findings of Pohoreckiet al. 28 The motivation of the present study is to further investigate bubble characteristics under a high pressure and temperature. We have previously studied the effects of the reduced liquid properties on the formation of a bubble from an orifice 31, 32 . The present study will provide insights into rise and coalescence characteristics of two co-axial air bubbles (i.e. a pair of bubbles rising in a vertical line) and three lateral bubbles at industrial conditions by simulating the effects of reduced viscosity and surface tension.
Methodology

Model setup and boundary conditions
The present study investigates coalescence and rising behavior of air bubbles in stagnant glycerin solution which has a higher liquid viscosity than water in order to ease the presentation the bubble shape changes. The study also includes sensitivity analysis for a series of viscosity and surface tension values which shows that the findings from the present study are representative for various types of liquids, particularly those used in industry including water. The simulation domain is a rectangle; 0 ≤ X ≤ D, 0≤
Y≤H, (Fig. 1 33 who reported insignificant difference (max 7%) between 2D and 3D simulations in the bubble velocity and diameter. No slip boundary condition is assigned to the bottom and the two side walls of the domain, whereas pressure outlet boundary condition is prescribed at the top wall. The operating pressure is set to be equal to the atmospheric pressure, i.e., 101325 Pa and the gravitational force acts in the negative Y direction.
Two main configurations of bubbles have been used, one with two co-axial bubbles (Fig. 1a) and the other one with three bubbles in lateral orientation (Fig. 1b) . For the former case, a series of different initial spacing between the bubbles (Yinitial) ranging from 4 to 12 mm was tested. The results for Yinitial = 4 to 10 mm were very similar and therefore only the results for Yinitial=8mm are presented. For Yinitial = 12mm, the coaxial bubbles do not coalesce, instead they rise independently. This case has also been omitted as the independent rise is not the focus of the present study. For the both CFD models at beginning of the simulation the bubbles are located above the bottom wall. The effect of the column walls on the bubble behavior is negligible since the bubble size (4 to 12 mm) is much smaller than the column width.
Governing equations
Continuity and momentum equation
The governing equations of continuity and momentum for an incompressible Newtonian fluid can be written as
Where , P, ρ, μ and are the velocity vector, pressure, fluid density, fluid viscosity and volume force due to surface tension respectively.
VOF equation
The volume of fluid (VOF) utilizes the volume ratio function, F; which is defined as the ratio of volume of the principal fluid to the total volume in each cell or grid. The principal fluid in this study is liquid, so F is 0 for a cell full of gas, 1 for a cell full of liquid, and 0 <F< 1 for a cell that contains a gas-liquid interface. The gas-liquid interface boundary is tracked by solving the volume fraction continuity equation 35 (3)
Additional scalar equation for calculation of the material properties
The fluid material properties for a computational cell are calculated as
where subscripts l and g denote liquid and gas, respectively.
Continuum surface force (CSF) equation
The continuum surface force (CSF) which represents the gas-liquid interfacial tension is incorporated as a source term in the momentum equation (Eq. 2) by introducing a volume force as described by Brackbill et al. 36 . This volume force is calculated as (6) where, k is the surface curvature of the interface which is defined in terms of divergence of the unit vector and it is calculated by using the following equations (7) In this study, the piecewise linear interface calculation (PLIC) method 37 is used to trace the gas and liquid interface reconstruction.
21, 38
Numerical procedures
In the present study, Ansys-Fluent 39 , which is based on the finite volume method, has been used to solve the governing equations. To minimize the numerical diffusion, the QUICK scheme was applied to solve the momentum equation. The pressure implicit with splitting operators (PISO) algorithm was used for the pressure-velocity coupling. The PISO algorithm allows a rapid convergence rate without a significant loss of the solution stability and accuracy. 40 The pressure has been solved using the PRESTO! scheme. The transient model, which is based on an explicit scheme, used a time step of 0.0001s. Under-relaxation factor of 0.3 and 0.7 was set for the pressure and momentum, respectively to assist the convergence. The scaled residual of 1×10 -7 was set as the convergence criteria for all the governing equations.
Simulation cases
Bubble column in actual industry is often used under high temperature and pressure operating conditions 26, 28, 30 which can significantly change the characteristics of the bubble. 26, 28, 30 It is known fact that the viscosity and surface tension of the liquid reduce with the increase of temperature and pressure.
Therefore, the aim of the present study is to identify some of changes in bubble characteristics under the reduced viscosity and surface tension conditions in comparison to those at typical ambient conditions and for aqueous systems.
A total of five simulations (or 81cases) were carried out and the details are shown in Table 1 . The non-dimensional viscosity (μ*) and surface tension (σ*) are given as the ratio between the reduced value (μr or σr) to its value at room temperature (μl or σl). Further details of the simulation cases are presented below. 
(b) Reduced viscosity (Simulation 2):
The effect of reducing liquid viscosity on the behaviour of two co-axial bubbles is investigated (Cases 13-30) using of one of the glycerin/water mixtures (namely, G3). The liquid viscosity is reduced from 0.076 to 0.0076 Pa.s coresponding to μ*=1 to 0.1. Three bubble diameters -4, 6 and 8mm are tested.
(c) Reduced surface tension (Simulation 3):
Similarly, Cases 31-45 are used to investigate the effect of reducing surface tension based on the model of two co-axial bubbles. The surface tension is reduced from 0.064 to 0.0064 Pa.s coresponding to σ*=1 to 0.1.
Three bubble diameters -4, 6 and 8mm are tested.
(d) Collision of three lateral bubbles (Simulation 4):
Simulation four (or Cases 46-63) has been carried out to determine the critical gap between three lateral bubbles for bubble coalescene for six different bubble sizes ranging from 3 to 8mm. Three types of property conditions are tested, one under room temperature (μ* = σ* = 1), and the other two under the reduced visocity (μ*=0.1) and surface tension (σ*=0.1).Trial and error method was used to identify the critical initial flat gap for the start of bubble coalescence. The non-dimensional critical lateral gap (Sc= Δxc/db) is defined as the ratio between the critical lateral gap for bubble coalescence (Δxc) and the initial bubble diameter (db).
This definition is adopted from Liu et al.
(e) No-collision of three lateral bubbles (Simulation 5):
Lastly, Cases 64-81 have been used to investigate the repulsion behavior of the bubbles when the initial lateral gap between them is larger than the critical gap Sc. Three non-dimensional lateral gaps (S= Δx/db) of 0.5, 1 and 1.5 are tested for 4,6 and 8 mm bubble diameters under three types of property conditions (i.e., μ* = σ* = 1; μ*=0.1; σ*=0.1).
Model validation 2.5.1 Grid analysis
A uniform structured mesh ( was therefore adopted for the present study in order to minimize the computing time without compromising the accuracy of the results.
Code validation
Validation of the numerical simulations was carried out by comparison with the literature data for two cases. The first case involves the coalescence of two lateral bubbles in silicone oil, with initial bubbles' diameter and spacing between them of 1.8 mm and 0.2 mm respectively. The experimental results for this case are reported in Duineveld 11 , Sanada et al. 15 , and numerical simulation using moving particle semiimplicit (MPS) method is presented in Chen et al. 41 . Density, viscosity and surface tension of silicone oil
were 817 kg/m 3 , 8.17×10 -4 and 0.0169 N/m, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the coalescence process of two lateral bubbles computed in the present study using VOF method along with the experimental results of Duineveld 11 and Sanada et al. 15 , as well as the MPS simulations of in Chen et al. 41 . The bubbles' topologies from both numerical simulations agree very well with the experiments, with VOF showing slightly better agreement.
The VOF method is able to simulate the formation of curvature of the vapor bridge (at 0.0073s), which increases surface tension and hence causes the rapid expansion of the merged bubble in vertical direction and shrinking in lateral direction. The lower surface then begins to move upwards slower than upper surface, thus altering the bubble shape which becomes bullet-like at 0.0135s.
For the second validation, a single air bubble of four different initial sizes ( 4, 6, 8 and 10 mm) was imposed in three different viscous fluids -G1, G2 and G3 (see Table 1 :Simulation 1). The results were compared with the experimental data from Raymond & Rosant 38 . Fig. 4 shows the quantitative comparison between the simulation results for Cases of 1-12 and the experimental data. 38 It shows that the bubble terminal velocity increases with the increase of the bubble size in three different viscous fluids (i.e., G1, G2, and G3). Comparison between experimental data 38 and the present simulation shows, on average, reasonably close agreement. Some differences (i.e., less than 12% relative error) are observed for 8 mm and 10 mm bubbles. In summary, the above comparison between experiments, correlation results and the simulation results indicates that the present CFD method is capable of predicting bubble rise and coalescence accurately.
The validated method was then used for investigating the effects of liquid viscosity and surface tension as well as the initial gap between lateral bubbles on co-axial and lateral bubble coalescence.
Results and discussion
Co-axial bubbles coalescence
Effect of liquid viscosity
The effect of non-dimensional liquid viscosity (μ* = μr/μl) on the two co-axial bubble coalescence and the change in bubbles' shape is discussed. Fig. 6 illustrates the bubble coalescence time as a function of the non-dimensional liquid viscosity, µ*. In general, the bubble coalescence time (tBC) decreases with the decrease of µ*: a gradual reduction is seen for μ* from 1.0 to 0.25 but a steep reduction occurs for μ*= 0.25 to 0.10. The steep reduction of tBC occurs due to low resistance of fluid which results in a quick interaction between the two bubbles. For a particular bubble diameter, the bubbles' shape prior to coalescence process for different μ* is almost identical, with a much enhanced shape at μ*=0.1. At a specific μ*, e.g., μ* = 0.1, the following bubble (or trailing bubble) of 4, 6, 8mm has ellipsoidal shape, oblate ellipsoidal cap shape and skirted shape, respectively. This change of shape for different bubble size occurred due to stronger drag of liquid on larger bubbles. Fig. 7 illustrates the time at which bubble coalesce (tBC) for different non-dimensional surface tension (σ*). In general, tBC decreases with the decrease of σ* for all the bubble sizes. The change in tBC is not significant from σ* = 1 to 0.3 for all bubbles. A steep reduction occurs for σ* less than 0.3 but the changes are more significant for 4 mm bubble. In other words, the effect of σ* is only limited to a small value of σ* and a small bubble (4mm). Compare the shape the leading and trailing bubbles of 4mm. At σ*=1 (higher value), both bubbles are very similar to each other and has an oblate shape. However, with the reduction of σ*, the leading bubble tends to elongate more in the horizontal direction (i.e., ellipsoidal cap shape) and eventually the leading and the trailing bubble have a completely different shape, e.g., see at σ*=0.1. This in turn changes the mobility of the bubbles and fastens the coalescence process. The edge of the leading bubbles of 6 and 8mm breaks up into few small bubbles distributed around the trailing bubble. At σ*=0.1 the trailing bubble of 4, 6 and 8mm bubbles has ellipsoidal cap shape, ellipsoidal cap shape with lateral deformation, and skirted shape prior to breakup, respectively. For the biggest bubble (8mm), low resistance to shape change due to the reduced surface tension causes a break-up of the trailing bubble. (Fig. 9a) , the three lateral bubbles merge to form a single flat bubble (at t = 0.020s) which eventually deforms into an ellipsoidal shape at 0.13s. This observation is consistent with that reported for two lateral bubbles by Sanada et al. 15 (experimetal work) and Chen et al. 41 (CFD simulations). For 6mm bubble (Fig.   9b ), a V-shaped bubble not seen for 4mm bubble develops at t = 0.042. At t = 0.081s, the bubble adopts a dumb-bell shape which finally breaks into two daughter bubbles at t = 0.091s. The relative liquid velocity vector surrounding the dumb-bell shape bubble (6mm) at t = 0.081s is shown in Fig. 10a . On the top surface of the bubble, the velocity is quite uniformly distributed, with parallel, upward pointing vectors covering almost entire width. On the left and right sides of the bubble, the velocity has a circular direction (anti-clock and clock wise respectively) indicating a downward motion. Relatively strong upward liquid jet can be seen around the middle of the underneath part of the bubble. As a result, the left and right parts of the bubble rotate in opposite directions hence extending the bridge between them until it eventually ruptures in the middle to form two daughter bubbles which move upwards and away from each other (see Fig. 9b at t=0.091s & 0.130s). Fig. 9c and 9d compares the effect of using 6 mm and 8 mm bubbles for the case of reduced liquid viscosity, μ*. The rise characteristics and the bubble shape for the two bubble sizes are quite similar. For the 6mm bubble the initial coalescence is slightly sooner than for 8mm bubble (t = 0.011s compared to t = 0.016s), but the break-up is bit later (t = 0.053s compared to 0.046s). The main difference occurs after the breakup -6mm bubbles produce two daughter bubbles whereas 8mm bubbles produce three. The middle daughter bubble formed in the latter case (Fig. 9d) has the shape of 'bullet' (at t=0.046s) which also appears for the reduced surface tension, σ* at t=0.039s (Fig. 9e) .
Effect of surface tension
Rise characteristics of three lateral bubbles
Lateral coalescence mechanism and breakup
The relative liquid velocity vectors surrounding the bubble shape just before the breakup into two or three daughter bubbles (i.e. at t=0.046s for the 6mm bubble, Fig. 9c , and at t=0.039s for the 8mm bubble, 
Repulsive behavior between lateral bubbles
The ratio of the gap between two bubbles and the bubble initial diameter is investigated for the cases of three lateral bubbles rising in a vertical column (Fig. 1b) . The non-dimensional distance is given as Δx/db and Δy/db for the horizontal and vertical bubble distance. As the initial horizontal distance between two bubbles is set above Sc value, the bubble coalescence will not occur and each bubble will rise independently from the bottom to the top. The rise characteristics (or both Δx/db and Δy/db) of left and right bubble are symmetrical to the center bubble and therefore only the results for the left side are presented. A small difference between left and right bubble is seen for the case of reduced viscosity but this is ignored as it is not significant. For all analyzed cases results are presented in the form of time series of Δx/db and Δy/db (Fig.   11 ), contour plots showing the bubbles at various time levels (Fig. 12 ) and relative velocity vectors (Fig. 13) .
Ambient condition, (μ* = σ* = 1)
Referring to Fig. 11a (LEFT) , in general, Δx/db of 4 mm bubble with initial horizontal gaps, S, of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 increases as the bubbles rise vertically for the reference case (μ* = σ* = 1). Increasing Δx/db indicates that the two side bubbles move away from the middle bubble, see Fig. 12a for example. The profile of Δy/db value of S=0.5 is quite different from that of S=1.0 and 1.5 as the bubbles rise from the initial value of zero (Fig. 11a, RIGHT) . Note that, positive value of Δy/db indicates that the middle bubble has a higher vertical height than that of the side bubbles and vice versa for -ve Δy/db. The middle bubble of S=0.5 rise faster than the two side bubbles after a slow start until t=0.2s. For S=1.0 and 1.5, the middle bubble is slower than the side bubbles so it remains behind, due to the weaker interaction with the side bubbles, as shown in respectively), are quite similar expect for the final Δx/db value (at t=0.65s) which is longer for 4mm than for 6mm bubble (3.5 compared with 2.8). Referring to Fig. 11b (RIGHT) , the profiles of Δy/db of 6mm bubble for S=0.5, 1.0, 1.5 are similar, with the middle bubble rising slower than side bubbles at the beginning, but eventually catching up and surpassing them (see Fig. 12b for a contour plot). The rate of this change is faster for S=0.5 which is the smallest initial horizontal gap between the bubbles. Comparing Fig. 12a and 12b , 6mm bubble appears to be more ellipsoidal than 4 mm bubble. Referring to the velocity vectors of three lateral 6mm bubbles at t=0.1s (Fig. 13a) , there is an outward push to the side bubbles as the middle bubble passes between them. At t=0.5s, see Fig. 13b , the velocities are more uniform and the three bubbles rise independently with the center bubble moving faster (please refer to inset arrows for graphical clarity).
Reduced viscosity condition, (μ* =0. 1)
Referring to Fig. 11c , for 6mm bubble and μ* = 0.1 Δx/db generally increases with time, but in a non- shorter by 27% for μ* = 0.1, compared to μ* = 1. Vertical distance between the bubbles Δy/db is almost three times higher for the reduced viscosity than for the ambient condition. Unlike in Fig. 12b (for μ* = 1), the changes in the bubble distribution, orientation and shape in the cases of reduced viscosity shown in Fig. 12c are quite fast, with the shapes of the middle and side bubbles being quite different. the two cases the Δx/db profiles are quite similar, but this is not the case for Δy/db profiles. For 8mm, the change of Δy/db (or the bubble rise in vertical direction) is very slow, and the middle bubble surpasses the side bubble only at much later time (t=0.4s). Compared to 6mm bubble, the change of 8mm bubble shape is quite random, with some bubbles being more elongated (wobbling shape) and some not. 
Reduced surface tension condition
Conclusions
In this study, co-axial bubbles (i.e. a pair of bubbles rising in a vertical line) and three lateral bubbles rise and coalescence characteristics have been investigated, using VOF-CSF computational method. Results for reduced viscosity and surface tension conditions which represent an actual industrial high pressure-high temperature bubble column setup were compared with those obtained for reference ambient conditions. The conclusions from this study are:
 For co-axial bubble coalescence, it is found that the bubble coalescence occurs earlier (i.e., around 20%
for μ* and 8.2% for σ*) for the cases with a reduced μ* and σ*. A faster coalescence of bubbles occurs at μ* < 0.25 and at σ* < 0.25.

The shape of trailing bubble shows a noticeable changes (to an ellipsoidal, oblate ellipsoidal cap and skirted shape) when the diameter of the bubble increases in the reduced μ* and σ* fluid.
 For the three lateral bubbles coalescence, the non-dimensional critical lateral gap of the bubble coalescence decreased with the increase of bubble diameter for the reduced σ* fluid but increased for the reduced μ* fluid. Subsequently, the coalescing of three lateral bubbles broke up into two daughter bubbles when the bubble diameter was increased from 4 mm to 6 mm. When the diameter of three lateral bubbles was further increased to 8 mm in reduced μ* and/or σ* the three daughter bubbles formed again.
 When the initial lateral gaps of bubble were larger than the critical lateral gap of bubble coalescence, the two side bubbles moved apart from the middle bubble due to the repulsive effect. The normalized vertical and horizontal distance between the bubbles varied significantly for increased bubble diameter and reduced liquid viscosity due to the velocity flow field structure.
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